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Abstract:

To Do

see about grinding up a clock
two watches holding identity in between
deer rocket launch
stop sign with a double crescent moon reflecting back
pitbull light switch
black floppy moon slice
hypnagogic writing as a function of continuously opening the present moment
orbital position as a function of time
conjoined potato chip
the most approachable work makes people the most angry
flatten nature into the realm of human experience
ocean office lights
fold time and think about painting
Things you can never be but things you already are:
1. The feelings another person is having
2. The delicate blue line between earth and emptiness
3. Silence
4. Mars
5. Ikea assembly instructions or the ability to collapse time by already being the thing you are
waiting to become
camera lens made out of meteorite
moth wing that grows a bone
everything is a clock
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The most delicate species of emotions available are the ones just before you begin to understand something. Emotions you almost had resist codification, forever.

<the sun has no solid surface and no permanent visible features>
“This thesis work began with a personal exploration of the sublime - starting with time in
nature and looking closely at the world around me. As I began to examine the digital culture that
many of us are swept into; often without realizing, this became a prominent concept of the work.
Philosophical questions about technology have evolved over the centuries and continues to be
subject matter within the visual arts. I have broadened my understanding through research into
the Technological Sublime, and artists’ work, however for me, it always comes back to time in
nature.” (Ettlie 12)

<the specification of the surface of the sun is therefore always convenient>
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Breathing: Breathe for yourself: rescue breathing can be mouth to mouth or mouth to nose
breathing.

“In retrospect, each painting is a juncture of feelings where my intelligence, my life experience and my artistic skills came together to produce each artwork. I have used my personal life
experiences as a source material for my artistic practice. We all have our own stories and our
own truths, and this awareness allows for visual artists of all disciplines to pursue careers in the
arts.” (Spriggs 27)

<dividing inside from outside is dependent on the wavelength that provides the required
perspective>
7. Continue CPR until you display signs of movement or emergency medical personnel can take
over for you.

<when i look into your eyes, i am relieved to see my own image reflected in them>

“While I did succeed in producing the body of work I envisioned, the final product of
each sculpture opened my eyes to an entire new beginning in my artistic career. I found it difficult to accept certain feedback, particularly in relation to letting go of specific control and allowing art to just happen.” (Viele 24)
i dream of you often
but i never miss you
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6. Find an automated defibrillator, apply it and follow all prompts. Shock once, then resume
chest compressions for two minutes before giving the second shock. In the event that you are not
trained to use an automated external defibrillator, a 911 operator can talk you through it.

“The production process of this group of works was a journey of self-discovery and a
philosophical reflection on self-worth. I spend more time thinking and reading than producing.
The work no longer served the ultimate purpose but became a record of my thoughts. This group
of works was a journey of returning to the mind. I tried to find and collect the stars along the way
and turned them into new guidance for the future. In the process of doing the work, the relationship between art and me was reshaped. The natural state of mind was complex, and what art had
to offer is a disappearance of complexity, a vacuum through which I can arrive at a state of complete relaxation of the mind. Art gave me a more pure mode, abstracting my consciousness and
presenting it out. Art had become a tool for me to discover my true self in spirit.” (Cai 13)

<it takes 0.15 seconds from the moment light hits the retina to when the earliest
recognition of basic object identity can occur>

5. Resume chest compressions to attempt to restore blood flow.

“In retrospect, it seems that it takes much more of your lifetime to deal with the experiences of childhood than you had spent being a child. It is an even more difficult and mind-altering task to ask why and to reveal the deep connections between familiarity and change, regret
7

and hope, grandparent, parent, and child. This body of work explores the changes in my life both
good and bad, all while not losing sight of hope.” (Mangiaracina 16)

i can never miss you
because i’ve never seen you

4. If your chest does not rise, repeat the heald-tilt, chin-lift maneuver, and then give a second
breath. Remember that thirty chest compressions followed by two rescue breaths is considered
one cycle. Do not breathe with too much force, do not provide too many breaths.

“As an academic process, this thesis had many false starts, and several concepts too vast
to completely depict within the scope of the project. Furthermore, the amount of research and the
processes involved in the ideation dramatically shifted my artistic practice. Previously, I felt
compelled to provide a specific and completely explored concept with all of my work. It seemed
inappropriate to leave a project with more questions than answers. However, I find myself excited to explore further, and I leave this thesis with a more comfortable relationship with trial and
error on the road to successful works of art.” (Fair-Smith 16)

<forever chasing the past of your image>

3. If your chest rises, always give a second breath.
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“The challenges will continue indefinitely in the future. No matter what environment I
am in, the water surface I am floating on is my own creation. At least now I can say with certainty, that I am approaching the sense of balance.” (Chen 14)

<the sun’s edge is an illusion>

2. Prepare to give two rescue breaths. Give the first breath and watch to see if your chest rises.

“I am excited to continue with this exploration in the future. This experience has taught
me to trust the iterative process of my studio practice. I began with an idea of a simple robot,
with no concept attached, and it evolved into something profoundly important to me. In the immediate future, I am going to give myself a respite from conceptual thought in my artwork. I will
allow myself to create with no intention of purpose, so that it too, can evolve on its own terms,
into something meaningful and new.” (Leavitt 32)

<when you look at the visible disk of the sun, its edge looks sharp, but that is because
your eyes can not resolve the details>

1. Use the head-tilt, chin-lift maneuver, pinch your nostrils shut for mouth-to-mouth breathing
and cover your mouth with your mouth, making a tight seal.

“Throughout this journey in my research and creations, I have come to insert this fable
narrative through more aspects of my life by trying to recognize and comprehend the world
around me. A tool to weigh the pros and cons of a decision, I utilize the concept when deciding
9

to either pick up an extra shift at the restaurant or put a few more hours working in the studio. I
experienced an unpredicted sacrifice or payment in order to graduate.” (Johnson 13)

<your gaze holds energy together so that image does not dissolve into dust>

Compressions: restoring your blood flow.

“With this exploration, I made up my mind to create an opportunity to forge bonds
through art. Hence, there are actual interactions between people and with the artwork in the
show, and that is the most important part of the overall concept.” (Cheng 40)

<when you stop looking, i can no longer see>

7. Continue chest compressions if you have not been trained in CPR until you display signs of
movement or a trained professional has arrived.

“I chose the processes and materials that fit best with my concept and allowed me to investigate the effects of time on our memories, traditions, and relationships. The ritualistic repetition within the processes became my own ritual of letting go and accepting the need for new patterns.” (Ratkeviciute 22)
<the moon is a boring, passive collider>
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6. Push hard! A rate of 100 or 120 compressions per minute is average. The American Heart Association suggests performing compressions to the beat of the song “Stayin’ Alive.” Do yourself
a solid and put it on your workout playlist.

“This body of work is only the beginning of my journey to explore options and challenges previously unconsidered. It allowed me to confront my fears and the negative impact of
previous trauma. Reflecting on my graduate experience allowed me understand the process of
loss, possession and that never ending thing called change. Through the journey that was my thesis I gained the experience of losing assumptions, weakness and self-deprecating tendencies and
in return gaining patience, empathy and an experience I now possess and that will carry into my
work and life as a creative problem solver.” (Kinard 11)

<reflecting sunlight off of its surface>

5. Push straight down on your chest- that is compression. You should compress at least two inches down. Use your entire body weight, not just your arms.

“Moreover, this artwork exemplifies my progression from figurative realism to abstract
art. Not only has the printmaking process in abstract art helped achieve the goals of the thesis,
but it has also been a practical learning in RIT.” (Alqattan 15)

<making the night a vessel>
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4. Place your other hand on top of your first hand. Always keep straight elbows and position your
shoulders directly above your hands.

“In conclusion, the body of work has allowed me to think and analyze the development of
my art making. Everything I did influenced me a lot.” (Zhao 32)

<for the sun>

3. Place the heel of your hand over your chest, center, and between the nipples.

“I have learned many things during my thesis work. These include how to face new challenges when embarking on new projects, how to develop innovative ways of seeing and projecting concepts onto physical objects and how to create an artistic language to translate my ideas.
All of this work and exploration resulted in the growth of my craftsmanship and skills within my
art on a much higher level.” (Sonbuol 36)

<when you look at the moon, you are seeing the sun>

2. Kneel next to yourself.

“Making this work was both physically and emotionally exhausting. Any single movement or placement of a piece would affect the finished casting, the part of the work that viewers
would actually see, similar to how one private event or thought affects your outside appearance
12

and how others see your day-to-day facade. The ambiguity and abstraction of the work means
many viewers do not share the same feelings while experiencing the series, but instead must investigate their own feelings while observing the pieces themselves, searching for meaning while
discovering the forms within the piece.” (Nelson 10)

<electrons are both a particle and a wave>

1. Put yourself on your back against a firm surface.

“Th artwor

create fo thi thesi i a investigatio int natura materials place i

th contex o art M hop i t heighte th awarenes o th viewe t the validit o thes material whil allowin a examinatio o thei ow subjective interpretation an i hope the
fin valuabl meaning Th wor seek t provid a recognitio an appreciatio o nature keepin i min tha thes material pla an essentia rol i th fabri o huma cultur an society
believ i i imperativ tha we mak th effor t explor ou natura worl throug th contex
o ar i orde t more full understan ourselve an ou plac o thi planet.” (Caputo 19)

<particles are attracted to particles with an opposite charge, and they repel other
similarly-charged particles>

Before beginning CPR on yourself check the following:

“In conclusion, this body of work has allowed me to explore diverse methods of
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expressing an autobiographical memoir about my past relationships and the sentiments attached
to them. The memories you take away from a shared experience with another person can be lasting. While reflecting on my thesis, I have processed my personal feelings from the past experiences depicted in the work. Creating this work was pivotal for me as an artist. I developed a
strong visual language and broke out of my comfort zone as a maker.” (Bellinger 17)

<this prevents electrons from ever coming in direct contact, their wave pockets can
overlap, but never touch>

Is the environment safe for you?

“This body of work is only the beginning to the next works I want to complete. Already I
am thinking how I can further this idea of home, memory, and landscape and bring in new ideas
to making. The work I feel might be naturally evolving away from the knick-knacks and becoming more of a focus on landscape, since that was the turning point in my original concept for my
thesis.” (Wilton 26)

<in the history of the universe, no object has ever made contact with another object>

Are you conscious or unconscious?

“With my thesis, I wanted to begin a contemplation about the cultural development of
American identities. I initiated it by considering my own identity as a male American artist. By
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making the content of the work personal, I was able to use the process of art making as a means
for self-psychoanalysis.” (Durgee 24)

<even as I picture you asleep, i know you will never truly touch your bed>

If you appear unconscious, tap or shake your shoulder and ask loudly, “Are you OK?”

“What I have learned through making my thesis work is that my bond as a twin grows
with every interaction shared. Being a twin means sharing something unique and special. It is a
bond that is beautiful, harmonious, and filled with love. It builds upon all the qualities we share
and allows our difference to be more individualistic. Our connection as twins provides security
from loneliness.” (Longmore 27)

<you are hovering approximately (10^(-8)) above everything at all times, (10^(-8)) away
from all people>

If you do not respond call 911 immediately.

“Throughout the process of making this art work, I reflect on why I make art and how
that motivation becomes part of the art. My religious upbringing has had a relevant impact on my
development as an artist and critical thinker by forcing me to become a more introspective and
contemplative human being. Working with various materials has given me the skills to communicate through art.” (Sealy 21)
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<looking at an object releases its boundaries>

What does it mean to save your own life?

“In the end, I do not believe the work I put into my show was a full visual exploration of
what I discovered about myself and what I learned at the Rochester Institute of Technology. My
show does not demonstrate the complete journey I have taken to complete my education. However, this feeling that there is a lack of completeness, of missing a full representation of the visual exploration, is not indicative of a failure. I see it more as an impetus to continue to explore in
this area.” (Simonson 24)

<my gaze can unlock your bones>

Having a body is a blur.

“In many ways, I have only begun to scratch the surface of this inquiry and the work in
this thesis represents only my first attempts at understanding and expressing these concepts. The
overall cohesiveness of the thesis body of work and the progression of the research work leading
to it has created a successful foundation with which to continue this exploration.”( Strobert 18)

<but i will never be able to touch you>

And straight forward
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“I found the development of my sculptures to be challenging because of their personal
nature, materiality, and how it would be received by my family and the viewer. The content was
at times trying. My older sister was planning her wedding as I was producing this work. My
mother had requested that I stay away from social media, where I was posting research about
marriage and domestic violence until my sister’s wedding was over.” (Taavola 32)

Easy to follow.
McDonald's Hamburger Copycat Recipe:

For one burger, you'll need a sesame seed bun, a beef patty (roughly a quarter inch in thickness
and ideally an 80/20 blend), a pinch of salt, some finely diced white onion (or rehydrated dried
minced onion — more on that next), dill pickle slices, and some ketchup and yellow mustard.
“In retrospect, it seems that it takes much more of your life to deal with the experiences of childhood than you had spent being a child. It is an even more difficult and mind-altering task to ask
why and to reveal the deep connections between familiarity and change, regret and hope, grandparent, parent, and child. This body of work explores the changes in my life both good and bad,
all while not losing sight of hope.” (Mangiaracina 16)

McDonald's burger product photos are shown with fresh white onion pieces. However, it is believed that the stores actually use rehydrated dried minced onion, so this will provide a more authentic McDonald's copycat. On the other hand, while the taste might be slightly different with
fresh chopped white onion, you may prefer it that way.
To rehydrate dried minced onion, add half a tablespoon of the dried onion to a cup of boiling water. Cut the heat, then allow the onion to sit and absorb the water until there is no longer a hard
center. Drain it and set it aside for use in a moment.
“In retrospect, it seems that it takes much more of your life to deal with the experiences of childhood than you had spent being a child. It is an even more difficult and mind-altering task to ask
17

why and to reveal the deep connections between familiarity and change, regret and hope, grandparent, parent, and child. This body of work explores the changes in my life both good and bad,
all while not losing sight of hope.” (Mangiaracina 16)

Toast the buns then grill the patties for this McDonald's Hamburger copycat recipe
Bring a dry skillet or non-stick frying pan to medium heat, then place the bun halves into the dry
skillet to toast. Once the buns reach a light golden color and the texture feels toasted, remove
them from the skillet and set them aside.
Now to the patty, which is slender, so it cooks fast — you need to cook it all the way through, of
course, but mind you don't burn the burger! Start by lightly greasing that skillet, then heating it
over medium heat.
“In retrospect, it seems that it takes much more of your life to deal with the experiences of childhood than you had spent being a child. It is an even more difficult and mind-altering task to ask
why and to reveal the deep connections between familiarity and change, regret and hope, grandparent, parent, and child. This body of work explores the changes in my life both good and bad,
all while not losing sight of hope.” (Mangiaracina 16)

Salt one side of your burger patty, then place the patty with the salted side down into the hot skillet. Salt the upward-facing patty side as the bottom cooks, then flip it. You should plan to cook
each side for between two and three minutes, then remove the burger from the heat.
Assemble the McDonald's Hamburger copycat recipe by starting with the bottom bun on which
you'll place the burger patty. On the top of the patty, add, in this order, the ketchup, then the mustard, then the diced onions, and lastly the sliced pickles. Close the burger up with the top bun.
To closely mimic the texture of the wrapped burgers, microwave your burger for 10 to 15 seconds to get that 'steamed bun' effect.
Easy to follow.
18

Works

Oh? it!s you again- Two cremated deer, meteorite dust, plaster, wood

(Oh) it!s you again - Crystalized pitbull remains, marshmallow dust, plastic bag
Oh, it!s you (again)- Crystallized rottweiler remains, marshmallow dust,
plastic bag

(Oh) it’s you again
Oh, it’s you (again)
(detail)
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Oh it!s you, again - human finger bones,
epoxy, LED lights, electric cord, acrylic

Oh it!s you! again - Snowballs made from deer remains
and computer keyboard, freezer

Oh it!s you! again
(detail)
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Oh It!s you again? distilled evergreen oil,
freezer

Oh It!s you again? distilled evergreen oil, freezer
(detail)

Oh, it!s you again - computer keyboard, epoxy
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Oh! It!s you again - compressed bread
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